Ribbon Coin Fobs
by Sherry Titzer - http://www.atimetostitch.com
Supplies:
WASH AWAY stabilizer
Fabric (see text file for cutting instructions) Starch fabric until nice & crisp for easier trimming!
Eazy Felt (see text file for cutting instructions) May substitute with Timtex or Peltex
1/2” or 5/8” button snap
Grosgrain ribbon

1. Hoop stabilizer in hoop. Initial outline is stitched on
stabilizer only (also stitches placement lines for pocket
placement & small rectangle for ribbon placement).

2. Flip hoop over and extend the short placement lines on
each side by marking lines directly on the stabilizer.

3. With hoop flipped over, center easy felt inside outline,
4. Flip hoop to right side. Place raw edges of prepared
tape at corners. Then place fabric over the felt evenly over
ribbon inside stitched rectangle on left side. Tape in place.
the main outline. Tape corners, put hoop on machine.

5. Center fabric over outline, tape at corners. Continue
stitching design following the directions in the text files
provided with your designs.

6. When design complete, remove hoop & trim fabric/felt
close to outline stitches on BOTH sides of hoop.
Be careful - DO NOT cut into ribbon loop when trimming!
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7. On back side of hoop, add the two pockets using the
marked placement lines at sides as your guide.
Tape pockets along the edges, put hoop on machine.

8. The next step in the design tacks the pockets under the
hoop in place.

9. Remove hoop & flip over. Trim pockets close to outline
stitches. Put hoop back on macine.

10. Last step stitches satin edge around fob. Trim stabilizer
close to edge. Rub warm wet rag along edge to dissolve
any remaining stabilizer.

9. Add button part of snap to top of coin fob using the
small stitched circle as your placement guide.

10. Fold top over at stitched fold lines, finger press to
crease. Paint “ball” tip of snap with “white out” & fold over to
transfer “white out” dot to pocket.
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11. Add other snap piece centered over the “white out”
mark on the pocket.

Coin fob Front

12. This picture shows both pieces of the snap properly
installed on the coin fob.

Coin Fob back

Insert a key ring on the ribbon loop and you’re finished!
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